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OnScreen DesignerTM 
with SketchPadTM 
Digital Tablet

Enhanced Stadium 
Lighting 

Embroidery Editing 
and Resizing

NeedleCamTM and 
Precise Touch 
PositioningTM 

TruViewTM ASV LCD Color 
Touch Screen in HD

Baby Lock Embroidery & Sewing Machines

Baby Lock Ellisimo Gold II
Take a creative journey into luxury with the Baby Lock Ellismo Gold 
II embroidery and sewing machine. This is the Baby Lock machine 
with the most features powered by Baby Lock IQ TechnologyTM.. 
That means you get quick auto-adjustments for hassle-free 
embroidery. Enjoy easy on-screen editing and hundred of built-in 
designs. It’s easy to customize home decor, children’s clothes, and 
more with your favorite embroidery. The Ellisimo Gold II is great for 
sewing projects, too. Built-in stitches and the Multi-Function Foot 
Control make it easy to sew garments, quilts and more.

Push Buttons and Large Workspace 
Raise and lower the needle or pressor 
foot, cut threads, reinforce stitches and 
thread your needle with the push of a 
button. 

Larger Throat Space 
Comfortably quilt with the Journey’s 
large throat space. 11.25” to the right 
of the needle.

Color LCD Touch Screen 
Clearly see the details of your designs, 
quickly set the correct stitch, and change 
your machine settings on the large, color 
LCD. 

Enhanced Stadium Lighting 
Stadium Lighting surrounds your 
needle with up to 10 inches of light 
so you can see your workspace 
clearly.

NeverMissTM Automatic Needle Threader
The NeverMissTM Automatic Needle 
Thread does exactly what it promises.

Digital Dual-Feed System
The new Digital Dual-Feed System makes 
it easy to achieve consistent stitches.

Push-Buttons Features  
Convenient push-button features 
give more freedom to focus on your 
project. Raise and lower the needle 
or pressor foot, cut threads, reinforce 
stiches and thread your needle with 
the push of a button.

Baby Lock Unity 
Your sewing and embroidery journeys become one 
with the Baby Lock Unity. A sizeable, 7”x12” embroidery 
hoop opens the door to larger embroidery designs. 
Plus, numerous innovative features powered by Baby 
Lock IQ TechnologyTM further enhance your creative 
journey. Precision-dedicated, IQ powered features, such 
as the Digital Dual-Feed System and the Sensor Pen 
make sewing and embroidery easier. 

Baby Lock Journey 
Begin you next embroidery voyage with the Baby 
Lock Journey. Explore unknown territory with 262 
embroidery designs. Embroider them all, big and 
small with embroidery hoops as large as 7” x 12”. Then 
customize to your liking. It’s just one of the benefits 
of smart Baby Lock IQ Technology. The Baby Lock 
Journey has numerous on-screen editing options. 

SAVE
$3000

SAVE
$3000
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Baby Lock “6 Needle Professional Embroidery Machine”
for Home or Business

TruViewTM ASV 
LCD Color Touch 
Screen in HD

33 Built-In 
Fonts

Six Efficient 
Needles

On Screen 
Editing 
Capabilities

3 USB Drives (2 
Type A, 1 Type B)

Convenient 
Bobbin 
System

4 Hoops 
Included

Endurance II
Are you ready to take your embroidery to the next 
level? The Baby Lock Endurance II six-needle machine 
will get you there. It’s ideal for getting more projects 
done or even starting an embroidery business. The 
Baby Lock Endurance II will help you on your path to 
embroidery success. Enjoy hassle-free embroidery 
with features powered by Baby Lock IQ Technology. 
The Endurance II makes quick auto-adjustments so 
it’s easy to edit on-screen, choose your ideal hoop 
and more. It also has built-in designs and is flash drive 
compatible. You’ll have everything you need to take 
your next step in embroidery.

Enterprise 10 Needle
Embrace your enterprising spirit and get the 
most out of a multi-needle machine with 
Baby Lock. With 10 needles and a speed of 
1,000 stitches per minute, this machine is 
ideal for anyone looking for industrial power 
in a home embroidery machine. Baby Lock 
IQ Technology™ powers smart, user-friendly 
features, such as the NeedleCam™ Digital 
Camera, by working with the “brain” of the 
Enterprise to achieve the results you desire. 
The Enterprise is perfect for your most 
detailed embroidery designs and can help any 
embroidery business grow.

W/ PACkAGE

SAVE
$4000
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Digital Dual-Feed 
System

Color LCD Touch 
Screen 

Enhanced Stadium 
Lighting

NeverMiss TM 
Automatic 
Needle Threader 

Larger Throat Space

Baby Lock Aria
When it comes time to set the stage for quilting success, I use the 
Baby Lock Aria quilting machine. The Baby Lock Aria is packed with 
features powered by Baby Lock IQ Technology™. That means you’ll 
enjoy quick auto-adjustments and a hassle-free sewing experience. 
I can make elegant turns using the advanced pivoting feature, and 
the Digital Dual-Feed System helps me effortlessly stitch multiple 
layers of fabric. Plus, the extra-large work space gives me more 
room to compose bigger projects. With so many user-friendly 
features, I might start making more than one quilt in a day!
-- Eleanor Burns PBS Host of “Quilt in a Day”

Baby Lock Sewing & Quilting Machines

Melody 
When first experiencing the ease and 

convenience of the Melody, you’ll know 

this machine was just made for you. The 

Melody has the features you’ve been 

looking for to quilt with confidence and to 

let your creativity grow, like a precise 1/4” 

stitch, easy threading and a wide quilting 

table, and 189 Built-in stitch patterns. 

Crescendo 
The Crescendo deluxe sewing and quilting machine 
is sure to make your next composition a masterpiece. 
Innovative features powered by Baby Lock IQ 
Technology™ add to a luxurious sewing and quilting 
experience. IQ Technology is what makes Baby Lock 
machines so smart and efficient. The Crescendo also 
has the largest workspace of any machine in the Baby 
Lock sewing line, making it the perfect accompaniment 
to creativity of all sizes. Plus a Digital Dual-Feed system 
and Guide Beam for sewing. These help feed thick 
layers of fabric and keep your stitches aligned.

Elizabeth 
Elizabeth is multi-talented and great at 

everything she does, and she’s ready to share 

all her secrets with you. With 178 stitches, 

automatic needle threader and drop in bobbin, 

this feature-packed machine sure has a lot to 

say!

SAVE
$1400

SAVE
$2000
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Baby Lock Evolution
The advanced 8-thread Evolution 
serger brings you the latest evolution 
in threading technology with 
ExtraordinAir™ threading. With just 
one push of a button, ExtraordinAir 
takes your thread through all three 
loopers at once, instantly, with a 
gust of air. The advanced 8-thread 
Evolution serger brings you the 
latest evolution in threading 
technology with ExtraordinAir™ 
threading.  Combine chain 
and overlock stitches to form 
up to 8-thread stitches.

Largest Throat Space – 5” to Right of Needle
Easily serge large projects with room to 
spare. You’ll love adding decorative stitching 
to yards and yards of fabric.

ExtraordinAir TM Threading
Thread your loopers all at once with the 
push of a button. A quick gust of air gets 
your thread through each looper with 
minimal effort.

Automatic Thread Delivery (ATD)
Never worry about tension adjustments 
again. Enjoy perfectly balanced stitches 
regardless of the type of fabric you’re 
using. And, ATD lets you thread your 
loopers in any order.

2 to 8 Thread Serging
The ovation gives you 87 stitch 
combinations to explore creative serging. 
From the tiniest rolled hem to the exclusive 
Wave Stitch, you’ll have many stitch options 
for every project.

knee Lift
Keep your hands free for more 
precision as you serge.

Pure Lighting – 6 LED Lights
Clearly see every stitch, fabric and 
thread color under six bright LED 
lights.

Variable Speed Control
Always stitch at a comfortable 
pace for the utmost precision.

Convenient Presser Foot Lever
An easy-access presser foot lever 
in the front of the machine lets you 
quickly make adjustments.

Ovation
When impossible does not exist, you’ll know you’re using 
a Baby Lock serger. Baby Lock was the first to introduce 
the world to sergers with easy air threading and no 
tension knobs. Now, the Baby Lock ovation eight-thread 
serger brings you the largest work space in the home 
serger industry. The ovation has other innovative features 
like a knee lift and six bright LED lights to make every 
sewing project easier. Plus, you get 87 stitch combinations 
including the Baby Lock Exclusive Wave Stitch. The ovation 
steps into a new realm of serging. From home decor to 
garments, it’s time for an outstanding performance.

SAVE
$3000
w/ Package

Baby Lock Sergers

Baby Lock Imagine
Can you imagine how easy 
serging could be if you didn’t 
have to thread the machine? 
Look no further than the 
Imagine - Baby Lock’s 
most popular serger. Can 
you imagine how easy 
serging could be if you 
didn’t have to thread 
the machine? 
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Sensor Pen for Embroidery NeverMissTM Automatic
Needle Threader 

Needle Beam for 
Embroidery

Baby Lock IQ Technology

Baby Lock Spirit 
Baby Lock Embroidery Only Machine. 
Capture the essence of your inspiration 
with the Baby Lock Spirit. This modern, 
embroidery focused machine has 
numerous features powered by Baby Lock 
IQ Technology™. The IQ powered Needle 
Beam for instance, highlights the exact 
needle position on the fabric to ensure 
perfect embroidery design placement. 

Baby Lock Embroidery & Sewing Machines

Palette 10 
Palette 10 is a full-
feature digitizing 
and editing 
software perfect for 
experienced hobbyists 
and home business 
entrepreneurs. 

Sashiko 2 
Create the look of traditional, hand-work 
stitching passed down through generations 
on the Sashiko Machine.

Crown Jewel II 
•  NEW Save preferred speed settings with three
   customizable pre-sets
•  NEW Basting options in both the Cruise and Precision 
    regulated stitch modes
•  NEW Low Bobbin Estimator
•  NEW Two Timer Styles
•  NEW Quarter Inch Hopping Foot is 
    interchangeable
•  NEW Open Toe Hopping foot included
•  Throat space 18 inches deep and 8.25 
    inches tall
•  LCD control panel and handles at both    
    the front and back included
•  Maximum sewing speed 1800 spm
•  Integrated lighting
•  Pair with Momentum or Pearl frame
•  Compatible with Pro-Stitcher III SAVE

$6000
W/ PACkAGE

SAVE $500-
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CraftPro Plus IV 

Ultimate Cutting and Crafting 
Center

TreasureChest Plus IV 

Work standing up or sitting down

8 beautiful finishes, each created 
through a proprietary process 
that makes it tougher against 
scuffs and scratches. 

All edges are beveled and no 
exposed hinges to snag fabric.

Quiltmate Plus IV 

Extra wide surface and storage. 
DualMate Plus IV 

Two lifts double the working options 

Koala Cabinets

Tailormade Cabinets
Horn of America

SAVE up to 
30% OFF 
on ALL 

CABINETS*
SewComfort XL Chair  

Model Number: 2111 

A sturdy 40”x72” cutting table that 
can close up and be out of your way. 

Model Number 5278AL 
The deluxe cabinet with a place for 
your sewing machine and serger.

Deluxe Sewing Chair Model Number: 
14090 

7

Model Number: 2130

The Biggest Little 
Cabinet in the World!

5*DISCoUNTS oFF MSRP, oFFERS ExPIRE 12/24/14 7

Model Number: 5280AL 

“Super Quilters Dream” with the 
NEW Extra Tall Air-lift! Includes 
these exciting New features! 

Good things come in small packages 

The compact cabin is a stylish, mobile, and full 
featured cabinet. This cabinet includes accessory 
storage and a white interior for a brighter sewing 
environment. 



NeedleCam Digital Camera & 
Precise Touch Positioning 

Scan your fabric with the 
NeedleCam to see it on 
screen. Then use Precise 
Touch Positioning to place 
your embroidery design 
exactly where it needs to go.

IQ Designer 

Draw on screen, scan in, or 
import your own artwork and 
the Destiny will digitize it 
before your eyes. Using the 
IQ Designer, you can then edit 
your new embroidery designs 
down to the stitch.

Sensor Pen 

For a more hands-on approach 
to design positioning, use the 
Sensor Pen. Just touch the 
Sensor Pen to your fabric and 
the Destiny will know where to 
place the embroidery design.

Positioning Stickers

If you have a smaller project 
or need an embroidery 
design in a tight corner, use 
a positioning sticker to get 
it right.

Color Visualizer 

See your design in an array 
of color combinations 
through the Color Visualizer.

Video Playback

Watch your favorite video 
tutorials on the Destiny’s 
large screen. Load your 
favorite videos through the 
USB port and sew along with 
project tutorials and classes. 

Optional Love of Sewing 
Membership 

When you add the Love of 
Sewing Membership to your 
Destiny purchase, you get 
four years of sewing peace 
of mind. 

Embroidery Editing and 
Resizing

Editing is easy with the 
Destiny. Resize up to 
200% or down to 60% of 
the original design.

Multi-Function Foot Control

Keep your hands on your 
project and put your feet to 
good use.

Optional: Destiny 
Trolley Bag
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On-Screen Drawing!
Draw your artwork and 
embroider your design 
right from the screen!

TruView LCD Touch 
Screen in HD 

The Destiny’s tablet-sized 
touch screen measures 
10.1” diagonally. 

Four Hoops Included 

With an embroidery field 
of up to 9.5” x 14”, you can 
embroider larger designs 
with ease. 

Digital Dual Feed Bobbin  

Digital Dual Feed Bobbin 
Works allows for even 
feed of fabric through the 
machine

NeverMissTM Automatic 
Needle Threader 

The NeverMiss Automatic 
Needle Thread does exactly 
what it promises. 

A large arm space 

11.25” right of needle 
space, or throat space 
convenient for projects 
that pass through to the 
right of the needle.

Ergonomic, Hands-free 
Presser Foot Lift

Turn your design into 
exactly what you had in 
mind. Resize, reposition 
and preview designs 
before sewing them out. 

Enhanced Stadium Lighting

Enhanced Stadium Lighting 
surrounds the needle with 
up to 10 inches of powerful 
LED light.

Needle Beam

The Needle Beam 
highlights the needle 
drop point so you know 
exactly where your 
embroidery will begin.

USB Drives (2 Type A, 1 
Type B)

Easily access your own 
embroidery design library 
or download new designs. 
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PFAFF® Creative™ Color 
Touch Screen
The 180 degree viewing 
angle ensures great 
visibility from all angles. 

PFAFF® Creative™ Color 
Touch Screen

Ribbon Stitches
Narrow ribbons and trims 
are woven into these 
special stitches as you sew. 

Precise Positioning 

Built-in Designs and 
Embroidery Fonts 
and Memory to Save 
Combinations 

Increased Embroidery 
Speed
Now your PFAFF 
creative sensation pro 
can embroider faster 
than ever before. 

Stitch Creator feature

On-screen Customizing 
of Embroidery Designs

ActivStitchTM Technology
With three patents, this revolutionary 
technology delivers precise, 
gorgeous embroidery even when 
using challenging novelty threads 
like metallic.

Basic Shape Creator 
feature

Exclusive Stitch Creator 
feature

PFAFF SEWING & EMBROIDERY MACHINES

             Creative Sensation Pro 
Creative sensation pro-pure perfection. Let your imagination 
soar with exclusive stitch categories, such as Ribbon Stitches, 
Stacking Stitches, and much more. Create, customize, and 
personalize them to make something truly distinctive. 
Every stitch: absolutely precise. Every seam: flawless. 
Every embroidery: simply extraordinary. Experience the 
art of sewing perfection with the ultimate sewing and 
embroidery machine: creative sensation pro.

             Creative 4.5
Make an impact! Let one thing lead to another. Now is 
the ideal time to turn the ordinary into the extraordinary. 
The PFAFF creative 4.5 sewing and embroidery 
machine offers a range of impressive features 
and creative possibilities, as well as an incredible 
diversity of design. Let one thing lead to another 
as you combine  designs and then turn them into 
an infinite number of stunning creations with 
kaleidoscope effects. 

            Creative 3.0
If you’re searching for inspiration, new skills to master, and 
opportunities to express your own personal style, then you 
need a sewing machine that meets your needs and has the 
potential to expand your creativity in the future. 

Large Embroidery Area
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PFAFF SEWING MACHINES

Performance 5.0
This machine is the perfect 
choice for quilters. The 
sewing area to the right of 
the needle is supersized 
for sewing large amounts 
of fabric or batting. Sew 
your seam and the PFAFF performance 5.0 sewing 
machine will remember the seam length to repeat 
over and over, thanks to the Patchwork Program. This 
and much more are waiting for you.

Expression 3.5 
Experience the timeless 
beauty of the expression 
3.5 sewing machine. It 
will make you want to 
begin sewing. An exciting 
world of colorful fabrics, 
inspiring ideas, and unlimited possibilities are awaiting 
you. There is more to discover than you can imagine. 
Realize the luxury of creating your own style.

Quilt Ambition 2.0
The large high resolution 
touch screen raises the bar 
for professional sewing. With 
specifically selected quilt 
stitches and two additional 
presser feet.

Passport 2.0
Whether you are seeking a 
sewing machine for a small 
space or one designed for 
travel and classes, this is it. 
Whatever the journey, your 
PFAFF passport 2.0 sewing 
machine is ready. Are you?

PFAFF® Creative™ Color 
Touch Screen

Large sewing space 

Large Sewing Space 

Beautiful Applique Pin Stitch 

Exclusive Stitch Creator
 

Large, high-resolution 
touch screen 

Tapering on all 9mm 
Decorative Stitches 

PFAFF Original Presser Foot 
System 

Maxi Stitches

201 stitches 

A Wide Variety of Beautiful 
9mm Stitches  

70 Stitches 

Straight Stitch Needle Plate 
Sensor 

Bobbin thread sensor 

Sensomatic Buttonhole 

Compact/Portable Sewing 
Machine
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PFAFF SEWING MACHINES

             Quilt expression 4.2
Quilting is one of the most exciting forms of artistic expression. It needs a 
sewing machine which fulfills quilters’ needs and gives their imagination 
free rein. Let your creativity run free as you experience the quilt expression 
4.2 sewing machine.

             PowerQuilterTM 16.0
Maximum Control Precision Quilting. Complete Creativity.
Your new quilt projects require free-motivation quilting, but you’ve 
been struggling to fit your project in a small space. The PFAFF 
PowerQuilter 16.0 quilting machine is the perfect solution.

                      powerquilterTM p3
With power like the p3 let your creativity run free as you experience the PFAFF powerquilterTM p3 machine. 

Electronic knee 

See Every Detail 

Comfort Grip Handle Design 

Built-in Calculator 

Thread snips

Powerful and Precise

Built-in Black Lights   

Spring Loaded Encoders

Multiple Pre-Programmed Stitch Modes

Automatic Presser Foot Lift

The Space to make it perfect

7” Touch Screen

3000 Stitches per minute

Bright LED Lights

Quilt Stitches

Professional Size Workplace
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NEW! GO! Big ®  Fabric Cutting Dies  – Available November 2014

©2014 AccuQuilt  Code CS1408DB

Compatible with GO! Big ®    Compatible with GO! ®    Compatible with GO! Baby ®  

NEW! Electric Fabric Cutting System 

Available November 2014

Dies go through the cutter 
automatically.

Get perfectly cut shapes in seconds!

GO! Big Churn Dash-
12" Finished

55459 - 14" x 16"
$99.99

Makes 12" �nished blocks.

GO! Big Circle-4", 6", 7", 8"
55462 - 14" x 16"

$69.99  

GO! Big Square-10" 
(9 1/2" Finished)

55451 - 14" x 16"
$59.99   

GO! Big Double Wedding 
Ring-12 1/2" Finished

55258 - 14" x 16"
$99.99   

Makes 12 1/2" �nished blocks.

GO! Big Snail’s Trail-
12" Finished

55460 - 14" x 16"
$99.99 

Makes 12" �nished blocks.

•  Our fastest cutter – cuts 2 dies at a time

•  Accurately cuts up to 6 layers of fabric

•  Alleviates hand and arm strain

•  Compatible with all GO! dies

GO!  Big ®  Electric Fabric 
Cutter Starter Set: 
•  GO! Big Fabric Cutter
•  GO! Flying Geese-3 1/2" x 6 1/2" (55456)
•  6" x 12" Cutting Mat (55112)
•  Pattern & Idea Book

Item 55500
Closed: 19"W x 6"L x 11"H (48 cm x 15 cm x 28 cm)
Open: 18 3/4"W x 19"L x 6"H (48 cm x 48 cm x 15 cm)
Weight: 23 lbs. (10.4 kg)

$499.99

GO!  Big ®  Cutting Mat-14" x 16"
Item 55146
$24.99

Fast, Easy
and Fully

Automatic!

                      powerquilterTM p3
With power like the p3 let your creativity run free as you experience the PFAFF powerquilterTM p3 machine. 
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Digital Cutters

Silhouette Cameo
The Silhouette CAMEo is an electronic cutting 
machine for personal use. It uses a small blade to 
cut paper, cardstock, vinyl, fabric, and more up to 
12” wide and 10 feet long.

• Silhouette CAMEo electronic cutting machine
• Silhouette Studio software
• 12” cutting mat
• Cutting blade
• 50 exclusive cuttable designs 

Double Wedding Ring
This traditional pattern is amazingly simple when 
done in the hoop of your embroidery machine 
with the HoopSisters technique. The beautiful 
design features:

• only eight steps per block
• Beautiful quilting
• The No-Sash method, which is the same method 

used on the Jacobean Journey WholeCloth quilt 
or any whole cloth quilt. HQ Pro-Stitcher III Package

Integrated Computerized Quilting for HQ Machines
The HQ Pro-Stitcher quilting system integrates Handi 
Quilter’s world-class quilting machines with the latest 
computer technology. 

• Ten inch color touch screen computer mounted on the HQ 
stitch-regulated quilting machine

• View and manipulate designs right on the screen
• operate entire system from one screen
• Resize, rotate,  and repeat (horizontally and vertically) 

designs to fit specific areas
• Crop inside and outside designs
• Move designs into position by simply dragging your finger 

across the screen
• Define and quilt within areas of any shape (e.g. rectangles, 

stars, squares, etc.)
• Place designs into borders and other odd-shaped spaces
• Precisely position designs to any point within an area
• Establish new start or stop point if the thread breaks
• Set quilting speed and stitches per inch
• Help menus always accessible 

Zing & Zing Air Digital Cutters
This compact cutter offers a cutting width of 14” in the 
least amount of space. With 750 grams of force, the Zing 
easily cuts through template material, vinyl, cardstock, 
fabric, thin chipboard, rhinestone, rubber, craft plastic, and 
more. It’s the perfect tool for all of your crafting needs. 

• Cut media 14” wide and as long as you want
• Built-in laser alignment
• Durable heavy duty construction—95% metal materials used
• Uses 750 grams of force to cut through thicker materials
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Baby Lock Ellisimo Gold II, our #1 rated and best selling 
of sewing and embroidery machines is being replaced 
by a spectacular new machine. The Ellisimo Gold II has 

changed the entire industry combining ease of operation 
and advanced technology — the entire embroidery, sewing, 
quilting and crafting experience has never been the same! 

Don’t miss out before they’re gone, as quantities are 
limited to stock on hand.***

Our #1 Best Selling Baby Lock Ellisimo Gold II is going away.

Selling Machine at a 

GREAT DEAL
for your very own.

Regular Price $11,999
$3000 Cash Back for your Trade-in*

$1500 Instant Rebate

• Great trade in allowance

• Interest free payments

• Instant Rebate

#1

SAVE $5000

Cash or Credit Card

***Limited to stock on hands, OAC *acceptable trade

$6999
$225/ Month interest-free**

$7499
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eXcellence 730
A world to explore - 
The excellence 730 
has all the necessary 
features for advanced 
sewers. The LCD panel 
with 10 direct selection 
keys, 120 stitches, and 
an automatic needle 
threader will all be 
essential support for your quilting, patchwork and 
sewing projects. See store for details

Elna 444
Stretch your style with 
the Elna 444 cover hem 
machine. Lycra, jersey, 
knits, stretch, wool—
today’s figure-hugging 
fabrics are a breeze 
for this consummate 
fashionista!

MO-654DE
Enhance your world 
of sewing with the 
Juki Mo-654DE 
Serger. The Mo-
654DE has built-in 
rolled hemming and 
performs all the 
popular overlock and 
flatlock variations. 
On Sale $499.99

Sergers

Baby Lock Lauren
Easy-to-thread serger can 
handle 4/3/2 thread serging, 
blind hems, a narrow rolled 
edge, and more. 
Reg. $699.99
Now $299.99
While Supplies last

Baby Lock Enlighten
This revolutionary serger 
features the latest in threading 
technology, ExtraordinAir 
threading. With just one push 
of a button. Plus, expand 
your creative options 
with the exclusive Wave 
stitch. 

Jet-Air MO-1000
Can you imagine how easy 
serging could be if you 
didn’t have to thread the 
serger? Look no further than 
the newly introduced Juki 
Jet-Air Mo-1000.

 ON SALE

 $499

SAVE 
$600

NOW 
$299
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Baby Lock Tiara II
As the first home sewing company to bring you longarm quality, with this 16” sit-down machine. This 
smooth operating user-friendly machine comes with its own table so you’ll be ready to quilt right away. 
Plus, its compact design uses little sewing room space! Quilt at a speed comfortable to you, up to 1500 
stitches per minute, and watch as bright, natural colored LED lights illuminate your workspace. Finish your 
quilts with Baby Lock royalty—the Baby Lock Tiara II. 

Sofia II
Trend-setting Sofia 2 is 
compact in size with 70 built-
in embroidery designs and 168 
stitches. Convenient features 
such as the LCD Touch Screen 
and USB port are powered 
by Baby Lock IQ Technology 
and work with the machine’s 
“brain” to make sewing and 
embroidery easier. 

BL9
Reliable and 
durable, the BL9 
has a variety 
of stitches and 
adjustable stitch 
lengths, plus a free 
arm to easily reach 
hard-to-sew-areas.

Anna
No matter what you’re 
sewing, Anna can keep 
up. With a drop-in bobbin 
and 15 built-in stitches 
with several convenient 
features such as a four-
step buttonhole, free arm 
and side thread cutter.

Rachel
This computerized sewing 
machine is equipped with 
push-button features to 
make every project easier. 
With numerous decorative 
stitches, you can also 
embellish all types of 
projects.

Baby Lock Sewing & Quilting Machines

16” Workspace

Large M Class Bobbin 

LCD Touch Screen 
Access your 
hardware and 
software options, 
lighting options, 
stitch counters and 
more through the 
large LCD touch 
screen. 

TruStitch Stitch 
Regulator (Optional)
Enjoy free-motion 
quilting at a 
comfortable pace with 
the TruStitch Stitch 
Regulator. This easy-
to-use stitch regulator 
is helpful for quilters of 
all skill levels.

Smooth, Adjustable 
Table Included 

 ON SALE

 $99

 ON SALE

 $199

 ON SALE

 $599

 ON SALE

 $499
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SAVE
$1000
W/ TABLE



3548 W. Northern Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85051

Northern
3548 W Northern Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85051

602-841-5427
Hours: Mon-Fri 9-6
Sat 9-5, Sun 10-4

El Mirage
12213 NW Grand Ave
El Mirage, AZ 85335

623-583-0070
Hours: Mon-Sat 9-5

Visit any of our 
3 Valley Locations

or Shop Online
www.35thavesewandvac.com

Chandler
4939 W Ray Road

Chandler, AZ 85226
480-961-7363

Hours: Mon-Fri 9-6
Sat 9-5, Sun 10-4

2014 FALL/ WINTER  Buyer Guide
Just in time for Christmas


